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Abstract
The present paper introduces a basic calculus for expressing and proving properties of synchronously interacting objects. The objects considered have dynamic behavior and are organized into object communities in a hierarchical way. We present syntax and semantics of the
calculus in detail. Moreover, a set of basic inference rules is given. Essential properties of the calculus are discussed, especially the question
of compositionality.
The calculus developed constitutes a basis for investigating issues of
verifying properties of objects and object communities. In consequence,
we have focused on a small number of essential concepts. We hope that
this calculus can contribute to gain experience in verifying objects.
Therefore, a prototype implementation of the calculus using a generic
theorem prover has been developed.
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1. Introduction
In the last years, formal speci cation techniques have received more and more attention
(cf. [San88, BHL90, Wir90, AR93]). They are used for supporting the program and
system development process. Assuming a correct speci cation of a system, each step
within the software development process can or should be veri ed or validated to yield
a correct result relative to the formal speci cation.
Especially, the development of complex software systems requires more and more
formal support in order to get a grasp of the increasing requirements on software. Here,
main criteria are reliability and correctness. Typically, such software systems can be
characterized as reactive systems or information systems.
Among the di erent approaches object-orientation seems to be most adequate for
capturing static and dynamic aspects of such systems. Object-oriented modelling of the
Universe of Discourse (UoD) allows an easy-to-understand treatment of entities which are
to be represented in an information system. Object-oriented modelling or speci cation is
now widely accepted and understood and is based on semantic foundations which have
been worked out in [Mes90, SE91, Wie91, EGS92, EDS93, e.g.].
A formal speci cation is an indispensable basis for proving properties of the system to
be developed, e.g., the correctness of the nal implementation can only be stated with
regard to a formal speci cation. However, only considering the correctness of implementation steps cannot guarantee that the nal implementation meets our needs. Therefore,
it is necessary to convince oneself of the adequacy of speci cations as early as possible. There are two main ways of checking adequacy. On the one hand we can validate
the speci cation by generating prototype systems from the speci cation or by using an
animation system. On the other hand we can formulate crucial properties of the information system (or of the objects constituting the system) and prove these properties on
the basis of the given speci cation.
Here, we concentrate on the latter point. We present a basic calculus for formulating
and proving object properties. It is a many-sorted, rst-order sequent-based calculus
which brings together the advantages of two other approaches ([FM91a] and [SSC92]).
For the intended application area, the veri cation of object speci cations for information systems, a propositional logic is not sucient. We have restricted the admissible
formulas to Gentzen-formulas which allows to work with a simple and comprehensible
proof system.
We put the main emphasis of this work on the development of a calculus which can
be used for di erent object-oriented speci cation languages. The calculus is intended
to provide a common basis for veri cation purposes. Therefore, we have focused our
attention to very elementary concepts. Nevertheless, we have taken care that further
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concepts can easily be integrated into the basic calculus and, thus, it becomes possible
to tailor the calculus to speci c needs.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we sketch our notion of object and object community. Next, we introduce the syntax of the basic calculus. Then,
an appropriate model theory based on linear (Kripke-) structures is outlined which captures hierarchical composition of object communities. Afterwards, we present a basic
proof system for the calculus, before we discuss how compositionality of proofs corresponds to composition of object communities and their models. Finally, we conclude
by pointing out some obvious and meaningful extensions and by brie y comparing our
calculus with related work.
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2. Objects as Units of Conceptual Modelling
In the sequel we brie y sketch our view of objects and object communities. For simplicity
we focus on a small number of essential concepts.
First of all we have to state that we are considering dynamic objects, i.e., objects
have an internal state which can be changed by the occurrence of events. Objects have
attributes, and the values of these attributes determine object states. The attributes
may be data-valued as well as object-valued. Furthermore multi-valued attributes are
possible. Object-valued attributes have references to objects as values.
The dynamics of objects is based on local events. The occurrence of an event in some
object causes a state transition to that object, i.e., changes of attribute values. The
occurrence of events may be restricted by enabling conditions depending on the object
state. Furthermore, we demand that at each moment there may be at most one event
occurring in an object. Of course, in an object community there may be several events
occurring simultaneously in di erent objects.
By sub-object relationships objects are organized into object hierarchies. Each object
may have several sub-objects, but only one super-object. In consequence, the objects
of an object community always form a tree induced by sub-object relationships. The
following diagram depicts this fact in an abstract way. An object o^ has objects o1; : : : ; on
as sub-objects. For each sub-object oi there is a corresponding sub-object name subi
given in o^:
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In such an object hierarchy a super-object can be regarded as a manager object for
its sub-objects. In consequence, we do not need to consider the additional concept of a
\class", because a super-object acts as a class as well. Moreover, we get class attributes,
meta classes (i.e., classes of classes), and further concepts required occasionally for free.
Between objects in an object community interaction is possible. The basic mechanism
we are considering is event calling, i.e., the occurrence of an event in an object may
require the occurrence of another event in another object. These events must occur
simultaneously. If the called event is not enabled to occur then the calling event is also
not allowed to occur. This mechanism realizes a kind of synchronous interaction.

Example 2.1

In Fig. 1 an object community state is shown. This object community is part of a li3

Figure 1: An object community state.
brary information system. For simplicity we only consider objects representing authors
and one special object (called authorclass object) managing the authors. The authorclass object has an attribute NumberOfAuthors which always contains the current number of authors present in the library. Of course, there may be further attributes. We
have certain events for creating and deleting the authorclass object (createClass and
destroyClass). Moreover, there are events for adding authors to the library and for
removing authors from the library (addAuthor and removeAuthor). The authors to be
managed are represented by sub-objects of this authorclass object. In order to distinguish between the author objects, there is a unique (local) name for each of them. In
the example the authors are identi ed by names like Authors(12) or Authors(42).
Each author object has attributes: the attributes Name and Status for the name of
the author and for his/her marital status. The attribute SoldBooks allows to store the
number of books sold in the year which is given as parameter. Of course, author objects
can be created and deleted (events create and destroy). In addition it is possible to
change the name of an author (by the event changeName) and to store a number of sold
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books for some year (storeSoldBooks).
In the speci cation of these objects we can additionally restrict the occurrences of
events by giving conditions telling in which states of an object certain events may occur
and by describing life cycles an object must go through. A typical interaction can be
speci ed, for example, such that the occurrence of an addAuthor event in the authorclass
object causes the simultaneous occurrence of the create event of a sub-object.
We use this example as running example throughout the following sections.
./
For specifying objects we developed the speci cation language TROLL light [CGH92,
GCH93, HCG94] in which we realized the concepts sketched above. This language is a
dialect of TROLL [JSHS91] which is tailored for a more general framework for specifying
object communities (cf. [EGS92, EDS93, e.g.]). Another related speci cation language
based on the same fundamental ideas is OBLOG [CSS89, SSG+91].

5

3. Syntax
In this section we de ne the syntactical structure of the basic calculus. First, we introduce
data signatures and community signatures. Then, we deal with the construction of terms,
propositions, and formulas.

De nition 3.1 (Data Signature)

A data signature D = (SD; D ; D ) consists of
 a set SD of data sorts,
 a family of sets of operation symbols D = h D;wdiwd 2 (SDSD), and
 a family of sets of predicate symbols D = hD;w iw 2 SD .



Example 3.1

In our running example (see Ex. 2.1) we use the following fragment of a data signature
D = (SD; D ; D ):
= fstring; nat; : : :g

SD
...
...
...

= fbottomstring ; : : :g
= fbottomnat ; : : :g

D;string
D;nat
D;string string
D;nat nat nat

string

= fconcat; : : :g
= f+; ?; ; : : :g

...
D;string string
= fsubstr; : : :g
D;nat nat
= f>; <; >=; <=; : : :g
...
It should be noted that we assume a constant bottoms for each data sort s 2 SD. This
constant represents the unde ned value.
./
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De nition 3.2 (Community Signature)
A community signature C = (D ; SBC ; ObGC ; AttC ; EvtC ) consists of
 a data signature D = (SD ; D ; D ),
 a tuple SBC = (SO; SE; evt) with a set SO of object sorts, a set SE of (local) event

sorts, and a (global) event sort evt,
(in the sequel we use the following abbreviation: S := SD [ SO)
 a family of sets of object name generators ObGC = hObGC; w;o0 iw;o02 (S!SO),
 a family of sets of attribute symbols AttC = hAttC;owsiows2 (SOSS) , and
 a family of sets of event symbols EvtC = hEvtC; w;o evt iw;o evt2 (S!SE) .
The sets SO, SE, and SD are pairwise disjoint. Furthermore, there is a bijective mapping
between SO and SE, such that there is a unique sort o evt 2 SE for each o 2 SO.
Finally, we de ne a useful abbreviation:
S^ := S [ fevtg [ SE.


Here, we have de ned the notion of community signature such that it is independent
of any concrete object speci cation language. In [Con94a] we present a special version
of this calculus tailored for the speci cation language TROLL light .
By means of object name generators we can construct terms for identifying objects.
We will later see that a certain condition is necessary for unique identi cation.
The di erentiation between local event sorts (o evt 2 SE) and a global event sort evt
is necessary and reasonable because it permits more exibility in constructing terms and
formulating axioms as we will see below.

Example 3.2

In explanation of this de nition we consider the community signature for the running
example. In Ex. 2.1 we have considered objects of kind \authorclass" having objects
of kind \author" as sub-objects. The corresponding community signature is Authorclass
(which we sometimes abbreviate as AC ). We assume a data signature D to be given
(see Example 3.1).
Authorclass must include two object sorts, i.e., author and authorclass, and
for each of these object sorts a corresponding local event sort (author evt and
authorclass evt). Of course, there is also the global event sort evt. The attribute
symbols and event symbols belonging to these two kinds of objects are listed in Fig. 2.
./
From now on we omit the index C in ObGC , AttC , and EvtC and the index D in
D and D provided that no confusion can arise.
After having introduced data signatures and community signatures we can de ne
terms, propositions, and formulas over community signatures.
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SBAC

= ( f authorclass; author g;
f authorclass evt; author evt g;
evt )
ObGAC; authorclass nat; author
= f Authors g
AttAC; authorclass nat
= f NumberOfAuthors g
AttAC; author string
= f Name; Status g
AttAC; author nat nat
= f SoldBooks g
EvtAC; authorclass evt
= f createClass; destroyClass g
= f removeAuthor g
EvtAC; nat; authorclass evt
EvtAC; nat string string; authorclass evt = f addAuthor g
EvtAC; string string; author evt
= f create g
= f changeName g
EvtAC; string; author evt
= f storeSoldBooks g
EvtAC; nat nat; author evt
= f destroy g
EvtAC; author evt
Figure 2: Components of the community signature Authorclass .

De nition 3.3 (Term)

Given a community signature C = (D ; SB; ObG; Att; Evt) and an S^-indexed family of sets of variables, X = hXsis2S^ . The minimal S^-indexed family Term(X ) =
hTerms(X )is2S^ of sets of terms over C and X is inductively de ned by:
 if x 2 Xs (s 2 S^), then x 2 Terms(X ),






if ! 2 d1 :::dnd and ti 2 Termdi (X ), then !(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 Termd(X ),
if og 2 ObGs1:::sn;o and ti 2 Termsi (X ), then og(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 Termo (X),
if e 2 Evts1:::sn;o evt and ti 2 Termsi (X ), then e(t1 ; : : : ; tn) 2 Termo evt (X), and
if to 2 Termo(X ) and to evt 2 Termo evt (X ), then to :to evt 2 Termevt (X ). 

For building global event terms we have introduced the constructor \:" (called the
\event constructor"). Thereby, we can put together a term of an object sort o 2 SO and
a term of the corresponding local event sort o evt 2 SE to form a term of the global
event sort evt.

Example 3.3

Taking the data signature D given in Example 3.1 and the community signature
Authorclass given in Example 3.2 we can construct the following terms. For this we assume
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a family X of sets of variables with Xstring = fS; S 0g, Xnat = fN g, Xauthorclass = fAC g,
Xauthor = fAg, and Xauthor evt = fEV g:
AC
2 Termauthorclass (X )
A; Authors(AC; 42)
2 Termauthor (X )
createClass; removeAuthor(N )
2 Termauthorclass evt (X )
create(S; "single"); changeName("E:Kishon") 2 Termauthor evt (X )
AC:removeAuthor(17);
Authors(AC; 42):create(S; S 0); A:EV
2 Termevt (X )
These terms already show why we have explicitly distinguished between local and
global event sorts. Without local event sorts we could not build terms like A:EV and
AC:removeAuthor(17). But these terms are necessary to talk about the e ects of concrete local events (e.g., removeAuthor(17)) to arbitrary objects of the corresponding
object sort. Furthermore, a term like myauthor:EV (where myauthor identi es a concrete object) could be useful for expressing that an arbitrary event can happen to the
speci c object myauthor.
./

De nition 3.4 (Proposition)

Given a community signature C and a S^-indexed family of sets of variables X = hXsis2S^ .
The set of propositions Prop(X) over C and X is the minimal set satisfying:
 if e 2 Termevt (X ), then enable(e) 2 Prop(X) and occur(e) 2 Prop(X),
 if  2 d1 :::dn and ti 2 Termdi (X ), then (t1 ; : : : ; tn) 2 Prop(X),
 if a 2 Attos1 :::sns, to 2 Termo (X ), ti 2 Termsi (X ), and t 2 Terms(X ),
then a(to; t1; : : : ; tn; t) 2 Prop(X),
 if t1 ; t2 2 Terms(X ) (s 2 S^), then (t1 = t2 ) 2 Prop(X),
 if P 2 Prop(X), then :P 2 Prop(X), and

 if e 2 Termevt (X ) and P 2 Prop(X), then [e]P 2 Prop(X).
For events there are state-dependent predicates (enable and occur) for expressing
whether an event may occur (resp. is enabled) and whether an event is really occurring.
Further predicate symbols for state-dependent predicates are attribute symbols. This
is due to the fact that the value of an attribute may change in the course of time.
Propositions of the form [e]P are called positional propositions.

Example 3.4

Using the terms given in Example 3.3 we can build the following propositions as propositions over the community signature Authorclass (cf. Example 3.2):
enable(AC:removeAuthor(17));
occur(Authors(AC; 42):create(S; S 0));
Name(Authors(AC; 42); "E:Kishon"); [A:create(S; S 0)]: enable(A:create(S; S 0 ));
[AC:removeAuthor(17)]NumberOfAuthors(AC; 6):
./
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De nition 3.5 (Formula)

Given propositions P1 ; : : : ; Pn; Q1; : : : ; Qm 2 Prop(X) over a community signature C .
Then
fP1; : : : ; Png ! fQ1; : : : ; Qmg
is a formula over C . The set of all formulas which can be constructed over a community
signature C and an S^-indexed family of sets of variables X = hXsis2S^ is denoted by
Form(X ).
In general we omit braces in formulas and write instead P1 ; : : : ; Pn ! Q1 ; : : : ; Qm. 

Example 3.5

Continuing Examples 3.1{3.4 we present some formulas over the community signature
Authorclass :

! [A:changeName(S )]Name(A; S )
NumberOfAuthors(AC; 7) ! [AC:removeAuthor(17)]NumberOfAuthors(AC; 6)
./
Thus, we have provided the syntactical basis of the calculus. The next section presents
a model-theoretic semantics.
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4. Model-Theoretic Semantics
The model-theoretic semantics of the basic calculus is founded on a variation of
Kripke-structures. Before we de ne these interpretation structures we introduce stateindependent interpretation of sorts and operations. Then we proceed with term evaluation. Afterwards we can give the de nition of interpretation structures. After that we
continue by dealing with satisfaction of propositions and truth of formulas. Finally, we
introduce the notions \semantic entailment" and \semantic closure".

De nition 4.1 (State-independent Interpretation)
Interpretations of sorts s 2 S^, of operation symbols ! 2 d1 :::dn ;d, of predicate symbols
p 2 d1 :::dn , of object name generators og 2 ObGs1 :::sn;o, and of event symbols e 2

Evts1 :::sn ;o evt are denoted by I (s), I (! ), I (p), I (og), and I (e), respectively:

I (s) denotes a carrier set for s 2 S^,
I (!) : I (d1)  : : :  I (dn) ! I (d) for ! 2 d1 :::dn ;d,
I (p)  I (d1)  : : :  I (dn) for p 2 d1 :::dn ,
I (og) : I (s1)  : : :  I (sn) ! I (o) for og 2 ObGs1 :::sn;o, and
I (e) : I (s1 )  : : :  I (sn) ! I (o evt) for e 2 Evts1 :::sn;o evt .
For the data signature we assume an algebra A(D ) = (A(SD ); A( D ); A(D )) 2 ALGD
as given. Thereby, I (s) for each s 2 SD, I (!) for each ! 2 D , and I (p) for each p 2 D
is xed.
Object sorts o 2 SO and local event sorts o evt 2 SE are interpreted by the term
algebras Termo and Termo evt , resp. | modulo equivalence of terms induced by A(D ).
The carrier set I (evt) can be constructed by the disjoint union of all Cartesian products which are obtained from the carrier sets of object sorts and their corresponding
local event sorts:
]
I (evt) = (I (o)  I (o evt))
o2SO
U
(o  o evt) ! evt is injective and surjective.

The event constructor : :







o2SO

In the following we use the notation si to denote an element of I (si).
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De nition 4.2 (Assignment)
An assignment A for a given family X of sets of variables assigns a value A(x) 2 I (s)
to each variable x 2 Xs.

Such an assignment is necessary for interpreting terms containing variables.

De nition 4.3 (Term Evaluation)

The value [ t] A of a term t by employing an assignment A is inductively de ned as
follows:
 for x 2 Xs we have [ x] A = A(x),
 for ! 2 d1 :::dn ;d and ti 2 Termdi (X ) we have
[ !(t1; : : : ; tn)]]A = I (!)([[t1 ] A ; : : : ; [ tn] A ),
 for og 2 ObGs1 :::sn;o and ti 2 Termsi (X ) we have
[ og(t1; : : : ; tn)]]A = I(og)([[t1] A ; : : : ; [ tn ] A ),
 for e 2 Evts1:::sn;o evt and ti 2 Termsi (X ) we have
[ e(t1 ; : : : ; tn)]]A = I(e)([[t1 ] A ; : : : ; [ tn] A ), and
 for to 2 Termo(X ) and to evt 2 Termo evt (X ) we have
[ to :to evt ] A = I (:)([[to ] A ; [ to evt ] A ).

The term evaluation is de ned in such a way that all terms are interpreted independent
of time and, hence, independent of the state of the object community. This is in contrast
to some other approaches like [FS90, FM91a, FM91b].

De nition 4.4 (State Proposition)

The set of state propositions SProp is de ned by:
SProp :=
fa(o; s1 ; : : : ; sn; s) j a 2 Attos1 :::sns; o 2 I(o); s1 2 I(s1 ); : : : ; sn 2 I(sn ); s 2 I(s)g
[ fenable(o:e) j o:e 2 I (evt)g
[ foccur(o:e) j o:e 2 I (evt)g



Here, a remark concerning the di erence between Prop and SProp is necessary.
The set Prop provides all propositions which may be constructed syntactically (i.e.,
these propositions are uninterpreted and may contain variables). In contrast the set
of state propositions SProp includes all interpreted propositions which are predicate
expressions built with state-dependent predicate symbols and interpreted value. In the
following de nition we use the set SProp as domain for assigning each state of an object
community a subset of SProp as interpretation.
12

De nition 4.5 (Interpretation Structure)

Given a community signature C and for C a state-independent interpretation, an
interpretation structure IS = (W ; N ; ) for C consists of

 an in nite, totally ordered set W = fw0; w1; : : :g of (community) states,
 a successor function N : W ! W , which xes the total order on W (i.e., N (wi) =
wi+1 for all i 2 IN0),
 a function  : W ! 2SProp assigning a set of state propositions to each community
state.

The function  has to ful ll the following condition:

occur(o:e) 2 (w) ^ occur(o:e0 ) 2 (w) =) e = e0
As notational simpli cation we de ne a function Occ : W ! 2I (evt) with Occ(w) :=
f o:e j occur(o:e) 2 (w) g for each w 2 W .

By this de nition we restrict our considerations to linear interpretation structures
because we require a total order on W . This is a reasonable restriction because we strive
for a basic calculus being as simple as possible and, therefore, we do not include operators
requiring a branching time interpretation. Although we require W to be an in nite set,
nite life cycles are not excluded for objects. This is due to the fact that there may be
states in which no event occurs. We also allow \trivial" interpretation structures without
any event occurrence. The condition imposed on  re ects our assumption about objects
that there must not happen more than one event at a moment (resp., in a state).
For illustrating interpretation structures we use diagrams in which the states are connected by edges representing the successor relationship (as known, e.g., from state transition diagrams). We label each edge starting at state wi by the set of event occurrences
Occ(wi):

IS :

w0Occ(w0)w1Occ(w1)w2Occ(w2)w3Occ(w3)w4Occ(w4)w5Occ(w5): : :
/

/

/

Example 4.1

/

/

/

As an example for an interpretation structure we consider an intrepretation structure
IS Authorclass = (W ; N ; ) for the community signature Authorclass given in Example 3.2.
N is the successor function on W as required in Def. 4.5. In Fig. 3 we partially describe  :
W ! 2SProp assuming an arbitrary but xed element o 2 I (authorclass). Furthermore,
we use the following abbreviations:
a12 := I (Authors)(o; I (12))
a13 := I (Authors)(o; I (13))
./
13

(w0 )
(w1 )

 f NumberOfAuthors(o; I (?));
Name(a12; I (?)); Status(a12; I (?));
occur(o:I (createClass))
g
 f NumberOfAuthors(o; I (0)));
Name(a12; I (?)); Status(a12; I (?));

(w2 )



(w3 )



(w4 )



(w5 )



...
(w1342 ) 

(w1343 ) 
...

occur(o:I (addAuthor)(I (12); I ("F:Kafka"); I ("married")));
g
occur(a12:I (create)(I ("F:Kafka"); I ("married")))
f NumberOfAuthors(o; I (1)));
Name(a12; I ("F:Kafka")); Status(a12; I ("married"));
Name(a13; I (?)); Status(a13; I (?));
occur(o:I (addAuthor)(I (13); I ("J:Joyce"); I ("single")));
occur(a13:I (create)(I ("J:Joyce"); I ("single")))
g
f NumberOfAuthors(o; I (2)));
Name(a12; I ("F:Kafka")); Status(a12; I ("married"));
Name(a13; I ("J:Joyce")); Status(a13; I ("single"));
SoldBooks(12; I (1993); I (?));
occur(a12:I (storeSoldBooks)(I (1993); I (42)))
g
f NumberOfAuthors(o; I (2)));
Name(a12; I ("F:Kafka")); Status(a12; I ("married"));
Name(a13; I ("J:Joyce")); Status(a13; I ("single"));
SoldBooks(a12; I (1993); I (42));
occur(a13:I (storeSoldBooks)(I (1993); I (555)));
occur(a12:I (changeName)(I ("E:Kishon")))
g
f NumberOfAuthors(o; I (2)));
Name(a12; I ("E:Kishon")); Status(a12; I ("married"));
Name(a13; I ("J:Joyce")); Status(a13; I ("single"));
occur(a13:I (storeSoldBooks)(I (1993); I (555)));
occur(a12:I (changeName)(I ("E:Kishon")))
g
...
f NumberOfAuthors(o; I (123)));
Name(a12; I ("E:Kishon")); Status(a12; I ("married"));
Name(a13; I ("J:Joyce")); Status(a13; I ("single"));
occur(0:I (removeAuthor)(I (13)));
g
occur(a13:I (destroy))
f NumberOfAuthors(o; I (122)));
Name(a12; I ("E:Kishon")); Status(a12; I ("married"));
Name(a13; I (?)); Status(a13; I (?));
occur(a13:I (storeSoldBooks)(I (1994); I (666)))
g
...

Figure 3: Fragment of a concrete interpretation structure IS Authorclass .
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After this introduction of interpretation structures we can de ne satisfaction of propositions.

De nition 4.6 (Satisfaction of Propositions)
The satisfaction of propositions P 2 Prop(X) over a community signature C by an
interpretation structure IS for C and an assignment A in a state w 2 W (written
hIS ; A; wi j= P ) is inductively de ned as follows:
 for p 2 foccur; enableg [ Sows2SOSS Atto s1:::sns:
hIS ; A; wi j= p(t1 ; : : : ; tn) i p([[t1 ] A ; : : : ; [ tn] A ) 2 (w),
 for p 2 d1 :::dn : hIS ; A; wi j= p(t1 ; : : : ; tn) i ([[t1 ] A ; : : : ; [ tn] A )  I (p),
 hIS ; A; wi j= :P i not hIS ; A; wi j= P ,
 hIS ; A; wi j= [o:e]P i
{ [ o] A :[ e] A 2 Occ(w) ^ hIS ; A; N (w)i j= P , or
{ [ o] A :e0 2 Occ(w) ^ e0 =6 [ e] A , or
{ (:9o0:e0 2 Occ(w) : o0 = [ o] A ) ^ hIS ; A; N (w)i j= [o:e]P .

The last item of the de nition deals with the satisfaction of propositions with positional operator. Given an assignment A a proposition [o:e]P is satis ed in a state w 2 W i
we can conclude from the fact, that the event [ e] A occurs next in the object denoted by
[ o] A , that P holds in the subsequent state (after the occurrence of [ e] A ). For clari cation
we consider the three possible cases in detail:
 The rst case is that the event [ e] A occurs directly in state w in the object denoted
by [ o] A :
A A
IS : : : :  w :::;[ o] :[ e] ;:::w0 
Then, for [o:e]P to be satis ed in w, P must be satis ed in w0.
 The second case is given by the situation that in state w an event e0 di erent from
[ e] A occurs in object [ o] A :
/

IS :

:::


/

w

/

:::;[ o] A:e0 ;:::
/

w0


/

/

e0 6= [ e] A

In that case we say that [o:e]P holds in w without any further condition.1
1

The reason for this is that we consider [ ] as an implicite implication: if
afterwards.
o:e P
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o:e

occurs then

P

holds

 The remaining case is that in state w no event is occurring in object [ o] A at all:
IS :

:::


/

w

Occ(w)
/

w0


/

:9e : [ o] A :e 2 Occ(w)

Here, we have an idle-transition for object [ o] A from w to w0. This may be due to
the occurrence of events in other objects which do not e ect the object [ o] A . From
the local point of view of the object [ o] A the state w0 cannot be distinguished from
w. Therefore, we say that [o:e]P is satis ed in state w if and only if [o:e]P is also
satis ed in w0.
Because there may happen at most one event in an object at a moment, there is no
further case and these three cases are disjoint.

Example 4.2

For the interpretation structure IS Authorclass given in Example 4.1 we regard some propositions and check whether they are satis ed in certain community states under the assumption of some assignment. As assignments we use A1 and A2 where A1(AC ) = o,
A1(A) = a12 (= I (Authors(o; I (12))) ), A1(S ) = I ("F:Kafka") and A2(AC ) = o,
A2(A) = a12 (= I (Authors(o; I (12))) ), A2(S ) = I ("E:Kishon"):

hIS Authorclass ; A1; w2i j= Name(A; S )
hIS Authorclass ; A2; w2i j= :Name(A; S )
hIS Authorclass ; A2; w4i j= :SoldBooks(A; 17)
hIS Authorclass ; A1; w1i j= occur(A:create("F:Kafka"; "married"))
hIS Authorclass ; A2; w4i j= [A:changeName(S )]Name(A; S )
hIS Authorclass ; A2; w1i j=
:[AC:addAuthor(12; "F:Kafka"; "married")]NumberOfAuthors(AC; 0)
./
Before we proceed to de ne truth of formulas we have to point out that the propositions [o:e]: P and : [o:e]P are in general not equal with regard to their satisfaction.
This is due to the implicit implication mentioned in the last footnote and can easily be
seen by comparing A ! :B and :(A ! B ) which are also not equivalent.

De nition 4.7 (Truth of Formulas)
A formula   P1 ; : : : ; Pn ! Q1 ; : : : ; Qm is called true in an interpretation structure IS
for C (written IS j= ) if and only if the following condition holds:
for each w 2 W and each assignment A :
hIS ; A; wi j= P1 and : : : and hIS ; A; wi j= Pn
implies hIS ; A; wi j= Q1 or : : : or hIS ; A; wi j= Qm
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Example 4.3

For checking whether a formula is true we have to inspect all states of an interpretation structure. Because we have presented the interpretation structure IS Authorclass
incompletely in Example 4.1 we can only show for some formulas that are not true in
IS Authorclass . To verify this it is sucient to nd a community state and an assignment
for which the considered formula does not hold. As assignments we reuse the assignments
A1 and A2 of Example 4.2:

 Name(A; ?) ! Status(A; "single")

This formula cannot be true in Authorclass because hIS Authorclass ; A1; w0i j=
Name(A; ?) holds, but hIS Authorclass ; A1; w0i j= Status(A; "single") does not
hold.
 NumberOfAuthors(AC; 0)
! [AC:addAuthor(12; "F:Kafka"; "married")]NumberOfAuthors(AC; 2)
Here, hIS Authorclass ; A2; w1i j= NumberOfAuthors(AC; 0) holds. Moreover,
event AC:addAuthor(12; "F:Kafka"; "married") occurs in state w1 .
However, NumberOfAuthors(AC; 2) is not satis ed in the following state
i.e., we have the situation that hIS Authorclass ; A2; w1i
[AC:addAuthor(12; "F:Kafka"; "married")]NumberOfAuthors(AC; 2) does
hold.

the

w2 ,
j=
not

Of course, there are also formulas which are true in Authorclass , provided that the
fragment of this interpretation structure is completed adequately. Such formulas are for
instance,

! [A:create(S; S 0 )]Name(A; S )

occur(AC:addAuthor(Nr; S; S 0)) ! occur(Authors(AC; Nr):create(S; S 0))
The rst one describes that after the occurrence of a create event for an author object
the attribute Name of this author object has exactly the value given as parameter to the
create event. The second one deals with interaction between an authorclass object and
one of its sub-objects. An occurrence of an addAuthor event in an authorclass object
always causes an occurrence of a create event in the corresponding sub-object. The
parameter of the create event are given by the parameter of the addAuthor event. ./

De nition 4.8 (Semantic Entailment)

Given a community signature C and a set  of formulas over C . That a formula  is
semantically entailed by  (written  j=C ) is de ned by:
 j=C 

:()

0
1
for
each
interpretation
structure
IS
for

C:
BB
CC
IS j= 0 for each 0 2 
@
A
implies IS j= 
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De nition 4.9 (Semantic Closure)

Given a community signature C and a set  of formulas over C . The semantic closure
j=C of  is the set of all formulas over C which are semantically entailed by :

 2 j=C

:()

Finally, we can de ne the notion \model".

 j=C 



De nition 4.10 (Model)

An interpretation structure IS over a community signature C is a model for a set 
of formulas over C , if and only if all formulas in  are true in IS .

Because the logical description of an object community is given as a set of formulas
we call a model for this set of formulas also a model of the considered object community.
Assuming a set of formulas being a logical description of our running example, we could
complete the fragment of the interpretation structure Authorclass given in Example 4.1
in order to get a model for this object community.
In proving object properties by means of a theorem proving system, however, concrete models are not to the fore. Instead the syntactical derivation of true formulas is
more important. Therefore, the next section deals with an axiomatic semantics for our
calculus.
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5. Axiomatic Semantics
In the sequel we de ne the syntactical derivation of formulas. First we introduce the notion of substitution. Then we present basic inference rules for our calculus. Afterwards we
de ne syntactical derivation (or syntactical entailment) as application of inference rules
and introduce the notion of \generated theory". We conclude by discussing soundness
and completeness issues of the basic calculus.

De nition 5.1 (Substitution)

A substitution s is a function which substitutes a nite number of variables by terms.
These terms must not contain any variable which is replaced by this substitution. A
concrete substitution is written as fX1 t1 ; : : : ; Xn tng. The application of a substitution s on a proposition P is denoted by s(P ).

Substitutions are used in context with inference rules. Applying a substitution to
propositions in a formula results in a new formula which is an instantiation of the
former one.

De nition 5.2 (Inference Rules)

The basic calculus includes the following inference rules:
R; P1; : : : ; Pn ! Q1 ; : : : ; Qm
(axiom)
(negR)
P !P
P1; : : : ; Pn ! Q1 ; : : : ; Qm; :R

P1 ; : : : ; P n ! Q 1 ; : : : ; Q m
(ext)
R; P1; : : : ; Pn ! Q1 ; : : : ; Qm ; R0

P1 ; : : : ; P n ! Q 1 ; : : : ; Q m ; R
(negL)
:R; P1; : : : ; Pn ! Q1; : : : ; Qm

P1 ; : : : ; Pn ! Q1 ; : : : ; Qm ; R R; P10 ; : : : ; Pk0 ! Q01 ; : : : ; Q0l
(cut)
0
0
0
0
P1 ; : : : ; P k ; P1 ; : : : ; P n ! Q 1 ; : : : ; Q m ; Q 1 ; : : : ; Q l
P1 ; : : : ; P n ! Q 1 ; : : : ; Q m
(sub)
s(P1); : : : ; s(Pn) ! s(Q1 ); : : : ; s(Qm)

occur(o1:e1 ) ! occur(o2:e2 )
(occ)
[o2:e2 ]P ! [o1:e1 ]P

P1 ; : : : ; P n ! Q 1 ; : : : ; Q m
(nex)
[o:e]P1 ; : : : ; [o:e]Pn ! [o:e]Q1 ; : : : ; [o:e]Qm
19



Disregarding the last three rules we have a typical proof system for a propositional
calculus with Gentzen-clauses as formulas (cf. for instance [Gen35, Gal93]). The rule
(sub) is necessary for renaming and replacing variables in order to get more concrete
instances of a formula. Occurrence dependencies between events can be transferred into
positional operators by rule (occ). The last rule makes it possible to introduce positional
operators. Such a rule is also used in [Fia88, FM90, FM91b, u.a.] for similar calculi.
Essentially, the presented inference rules are dealing with the propositional part of
our calculus. Here, we have refrained from adding further rules, e.g., for dealing with
equality. This is due to the fact that our main goal is the development of a basic calculus
which can later be extended.
Before we proceed to the de nition of syntactical entailment we have to mention that
properties of objects which are inherent in our object model must be given as axioms
(or axiom schemes). Here, we only want to give a few examples (with a 2 Atto s1:::sn;s):

occur(O:E ) ! enable(O:E )
occur(O:E1); occur(O:E2) ! O:E1 = O:E2
a(O; P1; : : : ; Pn; V1 ); a(O; P1; : : : ; Pn; V2) ! V1 = V2
The rst axiom describes that an occurring event must be enabled. The second one
states that there cannot be two (or more) di erent events occurring in the same object
at the same moment. The last one is an axiom scheme and requires for each attribute
that the attribute value is unique for each instant of time.
In the next de nition we use the terms \formula schema" and \instantiation of
a formula schema". We call = P1; : : : ; Pn ! Q1 ; : : : ; Qm a formula schema if
P1; : : : ; Pn; Q1; : : : ; Qm are variables standing for arbitrary propositions (where n and
m may be un xed). An instantiation of such a formula schema is a formula of the basic
calculus such that each occurrence of a variable in the formula schema is replaced by
the same proposition.

De nition 5.3 (Syntactical Entailment)

A formula  can be (syntactically) entailed from a set  of formulas (written  `C )
i
  2  (the trivial case), or
  `C 1 ; : : : ;  `C n, and there is an inference rule
1

:::

n

;
where 1 ; : : : ; n ; are formula schemas and
{ 1; : : : ; n are instantiations of the formula schemas
{  is an instantiation of ,
20

1; : : : ; n

and

where all instantiations replace the same variable by the same proposition.



Please note that we distinguish between \semantic entailment" (Def. 4.8) and \syntactical entailment". In order to avoid confusion we use the adjectives \semantic" and
\syntactical" whenever necessary.

De nition 5.4 (Generated Theory)

The theory generated by a set  of formulas over a community signature C is denoted
by `C and is obtained by:

 2 `C

:()

 ` C 



Thus, given a logical description C of an object community with signature C , the
generated theory `C is the set of all formulas over C which can be syntactically
entailed (by means of the inference rules given in Def. 5.2).
The following theorem states that the calculus is sound, i.e., that we cannot syntactically entail formulas which are not semantically entailed.

Theorem 5.1 (Soundness)

The basic calculus is sound, i.e., `C  j=C , resp.:

 `C  =)  j=C 

Sketch of proof:
The main point in proving this theorem is the soundness of the rules (nex) and (occ).
For the other rules we can easily adopt soundness proofs of other sequent calculi. This
is due to the fact that these rules do not involve positional operators and, therefore, we
can reduce soundness of these rules to the soundness of the corresponding rules for rst
order predicate calculi.
For the soundness of the rule (nex) we may argue that the truth of P1; : : : ; Pn !
Q1 ; : : : ; Qm is sucient for the truth of [E ]P1; : : : ; [E ]Pn ! [E ]Q1 ; : : : ; [E ]Qm. This
results from the fact that the introduction of the positional operator can be seen as a
restriction on the set of states which have to satisfy P1; : : : ; Pn ! Q1 ; : : : ; Qm .
In [Con94a] we give a more detailed and formal proof for the soundness of these
inference rules accept for the (occ) rule. The soundness of (occ) can easily be seen by
considering the following cases for two events o1:e1 and o2:e2 for which we assume that
occur(o1:e1 ) ! occur(o2:e2 ) is true:
Neither o1:e1 nor o2:e2 occurs (in a certain state):
Then [o1:e1 ]P and [o2 :e2 ]P are satis ed in that state for each P . Thus, [o2:e2 ]P !
[o1:e1 ]P holds.
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o2; e2 occurs, but o1:e1 does not:
Here, [o1 :e1 ]P is satis ed and thereby [o2:e2 ]P ! [o1 :e1]P holds, too.
o1:e1 occurs:
It follows that o2 :e2 also occurs (due to the premise). Thus, if P holds after the
occurrence of o2:e2 then, of course, it also holds after the occurrence of o1:e1 .
In fact, this consideration is a little bit simpli ed. The formal proof has to deal with
more details.
After having stated the soundness of the proof system with regard to the underlying
model theory, the question of completeness arises. We do not present a theorem for
completeness due to two main reasons:
 On the one hand we have not aimed at completeness in constructing the proof
system. Instead we have only intended to provide a simple and clear collection of
sound inference rules as a basis for later extensions. Therefore, the given proof
system only copes with the logical kernel common to all intended extensions and
modi cations of our calculus.
 On the other hand, regarding other calculi for which the question of completeness
has already been answered yields a meaningful assessment for our calculus. It
is well-known that there are complete calculi for rst-order predicate logic. By
means of skolemization rst-order predicate logic can obviously be embedded into
our calculus. Thereby, our calculus is at least as expressive as rst-order predicate
calculus. If our calculus is more expressive, then it cannot be complete at all
(assuming a strong notion of completeness). For a large class of temporal logics
Abadi has already shown that these logics cannot be strongly complete due to the
fact that they are at least as expressive as Peano arithmetics which is known to
be incomplete [Aba89].
In consequence, we have a justi ed assumption that our calculus cannot be completed
w.r.t. the strong notion of completeness.
We conclude this section by giving an example of a simple proof.

Example 5.1

Continuing the running example the property we want to prove is as follows: after the
occurrence of an addAuthor event in the authorclass object the name of the new author
object is exactly the name given as parameter to the addAuthor event:

! [AC:addAuthor(Nr; S; S 0)]Name(Authors(AC; Nr); S )

The proof uses two formulas ('1 ; '2) which were already given in Ex. 4.3:
'1
(sub) '2 (occ)
'3
'4
(cut)
'5
22

where
'1 : ! [A:create(S; S 0 )]Name(A; S )
'2 : occur(AC:addAuthor(Nr; S; S 0)) ! occur(Authors(AC; Nr):create(S; S 0))
'3 : ! [Authors(AC; Nr):create(S; S 0)]Name(Authors(AC; Nr); S )
'4 : [Authors(AC; Nr):create(S; S 0)]Name(Authors(AC; Nr); S )
! [AC:addAuthor(Nr; S; S 0)]Name(Authors(AC; Nr); S )
'5 : ! [AC:addAuthor(Nr; S; S 0)]Name(Authors(AC; Nr); S )
Starting with '1 the substitution of A by Authors(AC; Nr) yields '3 . Formula '4 is
obtained by applying the rule (occ) to '2. Finally, we can combine '3 and '4 using the
rule (cut). The result is '5, i.e., the formula to be proved.
./
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6. On Models and Proofs for Composed Speci cations
In the sequel we discuss the relationship between models of a composed speci cation
and models of its components. Furthermore, we consider the corresponding theories
and, thus, proofs. Beforehand, we have an abstract look at object hierarchies.
First, we regard a universal scheme for object hierarchies. Therefore, we need a superobject o^ having sub-objects o1 ; : : : ; on as depicted in Fig. 4.

o1

o^ QQQQQQ
: : : QQQQQQQQ
:::
: : : Q on

n
|
nnn
|
n
n
|
n
n
nnn |||
nnn

o2

Figure 4: Object hierarchy (scheme).
Each of these objects is speci ed by a TROLL light template: let o^ be described by a
speci cation S^, o1 by S1 , o2 by S2, : : : , and on by Sn. In general, there is no need for these
speci cations to be pairwise distinct. In fact, a super-object often has a large number
of similar sub-objects described by only one speci cation. For instance, in Example 2.1
we have presented such an object community, where the super-object described by the
object speci cation Authorclass has sub-objects described by the object speci cation
Author.
In correspondence to the object hierarchy, we can state relationships between the
speci cations involved (see Fig. 5 where the directed edges mean that, e.g., speci cation
S1 describes a component of S^).

S1

S^ PPPPP
P
: : : PPPPPPP
:::
: : : P Sn

n
nnn}}
n
n
nn }}
nnn }}
n
n
n

S2

h

7

>

Figure 5: Relationships among the corresponding speci cations.
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Whereas the object of an object community always form a tree (a directed acyclic
graph), the relationship graph for the corresponding speci cations is directed, but in
general not acyclic.
Although we often talk of o^ as a single object, we sometimes mean the whole object
hierarchy with o^ as root when using o^. In consequence, o1; : : : ; on do not need to be single
objects, they may stand for object hierarchies as well.
Next, we consider models. Each model describes a possible life cycle of an object
community. Restricting the above given object hierarchy to the super-object o^ and two
sub-objects o1; o2 , the following diagram depicts a possible life cycle for o^ (i.e., it illustrates an interpretation structure IS = (W ; N ; ) for S^):

w1o^:e2; o1 :e1; o2 :e1w2 o^:e3; o1 :e2 w3 o1 :e3;o2:e2 w4 o^:e4; o2:e3 w5 o1:e4 : : :
State transitions are caused by sets of simultaneously occurring events. This life cycle
for o^ includes life cycles for the sub-objects o1 and o2. The latter life cycles can be
extracted by only taking the events for o1 and for o2, respectively, into account. Thereby,
we obtain two life cycles (and, thus, two corresponding interpretation structures IS o1 =
(W o1 ; N o1 ; o1 ) and IS o2 = (W o2 ; N o2 ; o2 )):
w1o1 o1 :e1 w2o1 o1 :e2 w3o1 o1:e3 w4o1
w5o1 o1:e4 : : :
IS o1 : w0o1

IS : w0

o^:e1

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

:::
w1o2 o2 :e1 w2o2
w3o2 o2:e2 w4o2 o2 :e3 w5o2
With regard to the single objects, state transitions are caused by at most one event.
However, there may be state transitions without an event occurrence, so-called idletransitions. An idle-transition represents the possibility for the environment of the object
to change without concerning the considered object itself. As we have already pointed
out in Sect. 4, life cycles with idle-transitions can be considered as logically equivalent to
life cycles without idle-transitions (from the local point of view of the considered object).
We have indexed the states in the life cycle diagrams for o1 and o2 by the corresponding
object names in order to clarify that these states do not equal those in the life cycle of
o^. Especially, the functions o1 and o2 di er from  due to the fact that the signatures
S1 and S2 are only signatures of components, i.e., they are only parts of S^ . Hence,
SPropo and SPropo are only subsets of SProp.
Thereby, we can easily construct models for sub-objects from a given model of their
super-object. In principle, we only have to restrict  to SPropo and SPropo , respectively. Thus, a rather simple projection is sucient for extracting models for sub-objects
(Fig. 6).
In contrast, the other direction usually does not work. We cannot compose arbitrary
models for components in order to obtain a model for the composed speci cation. On
the one hand, arbitrary models of sub-objects cannot always be put together because of
properties speci ed for the super-object, i.e., if the speci cation of super-objects requires
an interaction between the sub-objects which is not ful lled by the combination of the
chosen models for the sub-objects. On the other hand, the super-object may have additional attributes and events for which there is no information in models of sub-objects.

IS o2 : w0o2

1

/

/

/

/

/

/

2

1
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Figure 6: Relationships among the corresponding models.
After having seen that models may be decomposed according to the object hierarchy
we go over to the corresponding theories. The following considerations are valid for
generated theories (Def. 5.4) as well as for semantic closures (Def. 4.9). Therefore, we
just talk of theories, i.e., of sets of formulas closed under a given deduction principle.
Such a set of formulas is a logical description of an object community, e.g., we have a
theory T hS of formulas over S .
In contrast to the projection of models in Fig. 6, the theories T hS1 ; : : : ; T hSn for
the sub-objects cannot be obtained by restricting T hS^ to the signatures of S1, : : : ,
Sn, respectively. This property is however not necessary for proving object properties.
Instead the opposite direction from a theory T hSi of a sub-object to the theory T hS^
of the super-objects has to be considered. Here, we can easily see that T hSi is always
a (closed) sub-theory of T hS^, i.e., T hSi  T hS^ for each i. In order to prove this, we
can show that each formula  2 T hSi must also be included in T hS^. This is due to the
fact that  is ful lled by each model MSi and, thereby,  holds in each model MS^ as
well. Otherwise, if  does not hold in some model MS^, it cannot hold in the model MSi
yielded by the model projection.
The relationships between the theories corresponding to the community signatures
from Fig. 5 are depicted in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: Inclusion hierarchy of the corresponding theories.
The property that theories for sub-objects are included in the theory of the superobject is important for proving object properties. Having proved a property of a component locally with regard to its (sub-) object community described by Si, this property
may also be used in the context of super-object, i.e., the (monotonic) extension of community signature preserves the validity of proofs. Hence, we are able to carry out proofs
as local as possible.
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The properties of models and theories as we have sketched them above are strong
indications of having an institution (cf. [GB92]). Indeed, we can prove that our calculus
ts into an institution [Con94a].
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7. Related Work and Conclusion
We have presented a basic calculus for verifying synchronously interacting objects.
This calculus was originally designed for the object speci cation language TROLL light
[CGH92, GCH93] which is a dialect of TROLL [JSHS91, Jun93] restricted to a small
number of essential concepts. However, the calculus may be used for other object specication languages as well, provided they have a similar view of objects and, especially,
they assume synchronous interaction.
For TROLL light we have developed a transformation yielding a set of formulas as a
logical description from a given TROLL light speci cation [Con94b, Con94a]. Furthermore, in [Sie94] a rst prototype of this calculus was realized on top of the generic
theorem prover Isabelle [Pau90, Pau92]. By means of this prototype we have already
been able to carry out several proofs. At the time being, however, the degree of automation is quite limited.
Our calculus essentially originated in the following approaches: the object calculi presented in [FM91a, FM91b] and the object speci cation logic OSL [SSC92]. We have
combined these two approaches. From the object calculi we have mainly borrowed the
syntactical structure of formulas. But we have avoided to allow terms which have to be
interpreted in dependence of time. This would complicate the proof system, especially
the substitution of terms would have to be handled more carefully. Instead we have
adopted the view from the OSL that only predicates should be time-varying.
We have extended the local reasoning about object properties as it is possible in the
object calculi to a global reasoning by allowing global event term in positional operators.
This was mainly a ected by the OSL in which referring to di erent objects is allowed.
We have pursued further this idea and, thus, we have obtained a calculus which allows
a more uniform treatment of objects with regard to global reasoning about an object
community. Especially, we do not need to distinguish di erent proof systems for local
and global reasoning.
Here, we have presented a basic calculus for which several extensions might be useful.
We restricted the treatment of temporal properties to the use of positional operators.
Introducing the temporal operators F and G is necessary for being able to talk about
further temporal properties.
Another interesting direction is the integration of deontic logic concepts (cf. [MW93,
WM93]). Deontic logic seems to be a promising way of dealing with temporarily nonnormative behavior in information systems, e.g. the violation of integrity constraints
during a transaction. A rst approach preparing the integration of deontic concepts into
our calculus is given in [CE94].
28

With regard to the intended application area, the object-oriented modeling of information systems, possible realizations of further object-oriented concepts must be considered. Especially, inheritance should be included. Although a simple form of inheritance
can already be expressed within the basic calculus we do not think that this will be
sucient.
Apart from all technical extensions of the basic calculus another main aspect of future
work must be the investigation of reasoning about objects and object communities in
practice. Up to now, there seems to exist a general lack of knowledge about practical
needs as well as a non-understanding of how to adequately re ect the interaction of
communicating objects in proofs and proof systems.
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